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THE BG NEWS
Bowling Green, Ohio

Wednesday, October 22,1986

Reagan orders
55 Soviet reps
to leave U.S.
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Reagan administration Tuesday
ordered 55 Soviet diplomats to
leave the country within nine
days, but said it hoped the action
would not sour the prospects for
arms control.
Five of the diplomats were
declared "persona non grata" in
retaliation for the earlier expulsion of five U.S. diplomats from
Moscow. The additional 50 were
ordered out to bring the Soviet
embassy staff in Washington
and consulate staff in San Francisco "to parity" with the size of
the U.S. contingent in Moscow
and Leningrad.
State Department spokesman
Charles Redman announced the
retaliation with "regrets," but
said it was forced on the administration by the Soviet Union.
Redman also sought to assure
Moscow that the United States
did not want to lose the momentum achieved at President Reagan's summit meeting in
Iceland with Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev.
"We remain committed to
pursuing the dialogue stemming
from the Reykjavik meeting In
all areas of our relationship, he
said. "This problem of espionage is an important one, but it
is a separate problem, and our
plan Is to go ahead with the

ADMINISTRATION is
preparing new arms control proposals, based on the summit
meeting, to present to the Soviets in negotiations in Geneva.
Also, Secretary of State George
Shultz is due to meet with Soviet

Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze In Vienna on Nov. 6.
Under the new ceiling, required by Congress last year,
the Soviets will be permitted to
have no more than 225 people at
their embassy in Washington
and no more than 26 at the
consulate in San Francisco.
The five Soviets declared
"persona non grata" were identified as counselors Vasiliy Fedotov, Oleg Likhachev and
Aleksandr Metelkin and attache
Nikolay Kokovin, all at the embassy in Washington, and Lev
Zaytsev, consul in San Francisco.
This matches the expulsion of
the five Americans from Moscow for what the Soviets Sunday
called "impermissible activities."
Redman said the five Soviets
were singled out because "they
are persons we have reason to
believe have engaged in activities inconsistent with their diplomatic status."
This appeared to be an allegation that they were involved in
espionage activites, but Redman did not make the charge
directly. However, he stressed
their expulsion was caused by
"the unjustified action by the
Soviets in expelling five U.S.
diplomats in Moscow."
In moscow, Gennady Gerasimov, a spokesman for the Soviet
Foreign Ministry, said "if the
United States will insist on
continuing this game of tit-fortat, then this can continue indefinitely. We consider it is time to
stop."

Director
search

stalled
by Beth Thomas
staff reporter

Faculty Senate passed a resolution yesterday requesting that
the current search for an Affirmative Action director be suspended, a new search
committee be appointed to find a
director, and an acting director
be appointed to fill the position
until a replacement is named.
The resolution followed an
hour-long debate on whether the
current search committee,
which has recommended two
finalists for the position, represented a broad enough range
of minority interests, particularly women and black faculty
members.
Phil Mason, executive assistant to University President
Paul Olscamp, said he doesn't
know if the administration will
act on the resolution.
"That's a decision only the
president (Olscamp) can
make," he said.

Helpful Contribution

BG News/Alex Horvath

Pi Kappa Phi fraternity members Scott Webber, sophomore business major (pushing wheelchair), and
Scott Motice, freshman undecided major, take a contribution from Kim McClure, sophomore
undecided major, during the annual POSH week sponsored bythat fraternity. The money will be used to
purchase play equipment for handicapped children. See story p. 3.

Distributor discounts 21 law Writer kidnapped
Editor's note: This is the second of a series of
articles concerning Alcohol Awareness Week.
by John Meola
staff reporter

A Bowline Green beer distributor does not
expect the drinking age to rise to 21 this school
year.
Norm Heineman, president of Bowling Green
Beverage, Inc., has been following the progress of
the drinking age legislation. He said that it would
not be raised before election day and that the issue
would not go into hearing until January.
He said this at a panel discussion yesterday
sponsored by the Alcohol Awareness Committee.
He blames so-called "dry forces" for wanting to
raise the drinking age to 21. These dry forces,
Heineman said, are organizations that want to
eliminate liquor. "These people realize that the
federal government is the only way to get a
national drinking age. It is too difficult for them to
work at the state level," he said.
Heinemen also believes that the state will include a "grandfather clause" that will allow
people who are able to drink now, but wouldn't be
able to if the drinking age were raised, continue to
do so should a "21" law be passed.
IF THE LAW is passed, Heineman said he
would like to see the law take effect in early
August since there will be no students at the
University and bars can plan what they will do to

attract under-age customers.
Kelly McCoy, president of Undergraduate Student Government, said that the task for USG will
be to provide ideas for activities in which the
students can participate. An example of this is the
"Dry Dock," a non-alcoholic bar which operates
in the Mid-Am Room in Harshman Quadrangle.
USG supports the Dry Dock by giving the bar
funds to operate.
Other USG ideas include dorm parties,
Christmas and Halloween parties and other nonalcoholic functions.
A major problem facing USG and the city police
is off-campus keg parties. All three speakers
agreed that keg parties will become an even
bigger problem. Heineman expects to see business increase when the drinking age goes up.
For Heineman, who does business with carryout establishments and sells only kegs, an Increase in keg parties will mean in increase in
business for Bowling Green Beverage.
lie penalties for serving alcohol to someone
under the legal drinking age are severe. Grant
Tansel, a crime-prevention officer with Bowling
Green city police, said a person caught serving
someone under age can receive a maximum of six
months in prison and a $1,000 fine.
TANSEL SAID that money is better spent on
alcohol awareness programs instead of on enforcement of the drinking age. He said alcohol
awareness should be stressed

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - An
underground group said Tuesday it nad kidnapped an American writer of children's books,
claiming the long-time resident
of Beirut was a spy for the
United States and Israel.
A handwritten statement in
Arabic purportedly from the
Revolutionary Justice Organization said it had abducted Edward Austin Tracy, 55, of
Rutland Vt., one of a few Americans who stayed in Moslem west
Beirut despite the kidnapping of
60 foreigners there since January 1984.
Seven Americans are among
the 20 kidnapped foreigners who
still are missing in Lebanon. The
Revolutionary Justice Organization, which is believed made up
of Shiite Moslems loyal to Iran,
earlier claimed to have kidnapped another of the seven Americans and three Frenchmen.
Tuesday's brief statement
was delivered to a Western news
agency in west Beirut. It did not
say where or when Tracy was
kidnapped.

State-run Beirut radio quoted
police sources it did not identify
as saying he disappeared Friday.
Accompanying the Revolutionary Justice statement was a
color photograph of Tracy showing him from the waist up with a
rough beard and wearing a blue
shirt. He stared dully at the
camera.
A PHOTOCOPY of the first
page of his American passport,
also sent with the statement,
gave his birth date as Nov. 20,
1930.
A U.S. Embassy spokesman
said he could not confirm Tracy
had been abducted, but added:
"There is a guy by the name of
Edward Tracy from Rutland,
Vt., who was born in 1930. Our
latest information is that he has
lived in west Beirut lately, but
we haven't heard of him lately.
"This guv hasn't had any contact with the embassy in recent
months," he said by telephone
from the U.S. mission in Christian east Beirut. He spoke on
condition of anonymity.

The resolution followed a vote
by Senate to waive its requirement that all motions be presented to the Senate Executive
Committee before being placed
on the Senate's agenda.
Mason said concerned people
should ask questions, receive
input and give their comments
about the two candidates for
affirmative action director at
the "open forum" meetings
scheduled next week.
CANDIDATE JOANNE Gall
will speak Oct. 28 from 2 p.m. to
3 p.m. and candidate James
Wadley will speak Oct. 30 from
10:30 p.m. to 11:30 p.m.
In other action, Senate voted
to recommend the addition of an
eight-week session to next summer's schedule to run from May
18 to July 10.
It had previously approved 4
five-week sessions, running May
18-June 19, June 8-July 10, June
22-July 24, and July 13-Aug. 14,
and an eight-week session running June 22-Aug. 14.
Ramona Cormier, dean of
continuing education, said each
session serves a special need.
She said the June 22-Aug. 14
term would be for summer
freshmen, the May 18-June 19
and the June 22-July 24 fiveweek sessions are designed for
the College of Business Administration. The June 8-July 10 and
July 13-Aug. 14 five-week sessions are for the College of Education and Allied Professions,
whose students are primarily
teachers, not able to attend sessions during the school year.
DENISE TRAUTH, chair of
the Radio-Television-Film department, said many faculty
members feel five weeks is not
enough time to teach an entire
semester's course.

Freshman numbers down
by Julie Fauble
reporter

The University is trying to hold down the number of incoming students to bring enrollment
under the state-mandated celling of 15,000 fulltime equivalant students.
At the same time, it is working to increase the
number of graduate students. The University's
Role and Mission Statement stresses the enhancement of the graduate program, said Richard
Eakin, vice-president of planning and budgeting.
Freshman enrollment is down from 3,280 to just
under 3,000, but graduate enrollment went up
from 1,983 to 2,037.
The number of full-time equivalent students is
down from 15,637 to 15,612. The actual number of
students enrolled this semester is up from 17,151 to
17,240.

Falling down 'drunk'

BG News/Heidi Siemers

The Avant Garde Players, made up of Bowling Green schoolchildren, performed eye opening skits
last night in Harshman dining hall as a part of Alcohol Awareness Week.

A full-time equivalant student is a fictional
daytime student on the main campus taking 15
course hours, Eakin said. A student taking six
hours and a student taking nine hours combine to
make one full-time equivalent student.
The University is trying to gradually reduce the
number of students to the celling level because a
rapid decrease would result in very unequal class
sizes, Eakin said.
"We don't warn U> wreak havoc with the enroll-

ment pattern of the University," he said.
THE CEILING has been in effect since 1971, but
the University has only been under that ceiling
about four times, Eakin said. In 1982, the University was almost 1,400 students above the ceiling.
The number of full-time equivalent students did
not go down as far as University officials expected
even though the University did control numbers of
incoming students, Eakin said.
"We were predicting that we would go down
about 300 or so," he said.
He said he did not know the reason for larger
enrollment figures, but believes that it may reflect higher retention of continuing students. For
example, he said, there are 3,210 seniors, about
100 more than expected.
Eakin said next year's freshman class tentatively will be about 2,900, and eventually, the
freshman class may average about 2,950.
The gradual increase in the number of graduate
students will not exactly balance the drop in the
number of undergraduates because graduate students usually average about 10 hours of courses,
while undergraduates usually average about 15,
Eakin said. When counting the number of full-time
equivalent students, three graduate students will
be about equal to two undergraduates.

Editorial
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Tit for tat politics
Xn the on-going struggle for superpower surpremacy, the prospect of peaceful coexisIF
tence is all the less likely when the United States

and Soviet Union choose to play child-like mind
games with each other.
Following the arrest of Gennadiy Zakharov in
New York last month on spy charges the KGB
responded by nabbing U.S. News and World Report
correspondent Nicholas Daniloff and accusing him
of espionage.
Shortly after the U.S. was able to retrieve Daniloff, in exchange for Zakharov's release, for which
the Soviets also agreed to release dissident Yuri
Orlov, the two nations, hoping for some kind of
arms reduction accord, reached a stalemate in
Reykjavik.
President Reagan was unwilling to give up the
Strategic Defense Initiative, his ace-in-the-hole,
and Mikhail Gorbachev would accept nothing less.
The usual accusations and counter-accusations
between the White House and the Kremlin ensued,
each foisting the blame for the summit's failure on
the other. Then the Soviets, still miffed by the
expulsion of their 25 U.N. representatives, countered by booting five U.S. diplomats out of Moscow
on spy charges.
The Tom and Jerry politics continued with the
White House announcing yesterday 55 Russian
diplomats would be expelled from the Soviet embassy in Washington and Soviet consulate in San
Fransisco. Five were accused of being intelligence
agents. Just for good measure, the Reagan administration announced that 70 more Soviets would be
expelled in the next year and a half.
The administration cited the need to achieve
'parity' with the Soviets in terms of the number of
representatives in each country. The White House
also expressed the hope that these moves wouldn't
impede any further arms reductions negotiations.
How can the two superpowers negotiate when
each insists, as part of a grand, insane game of
slam and counterslam, on calling the other side's
diplomats spies and sending them packing?

Cub rule to doom Sox?
helped me deal with my Cub-

by Mike Royko
If you have not yet placed a
bet on the World Series, a word
of caution: Remember the Cub
Factor.
The Cub Factor was discovered several years ago by a
Chicago writer named Ron
Berler.
By wading through decades of
baseball records, Berler found a
simple but amazing truth: It is
almost impossible for a team to
win the World Series if they have
three or more ex-Cubs on the
roster.
Since 1946, one dozen teams
have gone into the World Series
with three or more ex-Cubs on
the roster. Some of them were
powerhouses, overwelming favorites.
But only one of these 12 teams
was able to win the series.
We've seen the Cub Factor at
work in recent years. In 1984,
when the hated Padres beat out
the Cubs, the laugh turned out to
be on them. They had three exCubs, the fools, while the Tigers
had only one and, of course, the
Tigers won.
The year before it was the
same story. The Phillies had
three ex-Cubs. The winning
Orioles had prudently kept their
roster free of Cubs.
It is Berler's theory that having been a Cub infects a player
with something called "Cubness," which seems to spread to
other members of their new
team.
As Jim Brosnan, a former Cub
eitcher once said, "You have to
ave a certain dullness of mind
and spirit to play here. I went
through psychoanalysis and that

What, you ask, does the Cub
factor have to do with this World
Series, since neither team has
three ex-Cubs?
Because there is recent evidence, I believe, of something
we might call the Modified Cub
Factor.
It isn't as concrete a theorum
as Berler's. but I think it has
some validity.
The Modified Cub Factor goes
something like this: "A team
with no ex-Cubs probably has
the edge on a team that has even
one."
Consider last year's World
Series. The sports experts, the
bookies, and just about everybody else said the speedy, flashy
Cardinals would beat the drab
Royals.
They overlooked the fact that
the Royals, who eventually won,
had no ex-Cubs while the Cardinals were cursed with two.
We also should note that the
Royals weren't expected to beat

the powerful Toronto team in
their playoff. But Toronto had
Cubness, too.
Or take this year's playoffs.
You might think the Mets beat
the Astros because it is the better team.
Possibly. But the Astros did
have towo ex-Cubs, while the
Mets are untainted by Cubness.
In the American League, both
the Red Sox and Angels had one
ex-Cub, which made it a toss-up.
This might even explain why
their series went to seven
games. The way the two teams
kicked the ball around at times,
you could almost see the Cubness at work.
So how will the Modified Cub
Factor, if there is such a force,
affect the World Series?
Bad news for Red Sox fans and
New York-haters. As I said, the
Mets are free of former Cubs,
but the Red Sox have one in Bill
Buckner.

When I mentioned this to a
fellow Cub fan, he cursed me
and said, "The Cub Factor was

h. We don't need your
ed Modified Cub Factor. I wish people would stop
talking about it.''
Are you against the search for
knowledge? The quest for
knowledge is what separates
man from the monkey. That plus
the use of underwear.
He said: "I am against
spreading such ideas around
because it could make it impossible for the Cubs to find someone gullible enough to swap us a
good ballplayer for one who runs
the 40-yard dash in 10 seconds."

That's one way to look at it.
Yet I cant help feeling some
pride in knowing that the Cubs
might be a factor in the outcome
of the World Series. Sure, they
never make it themselves; but
at least they help determine who
will sit in the dugout and weep.
Of course, that's kind of like
being proud of sneezing in someone's face and giving them your
cold.
Royko is a columnist for the
Chicago Tribune.

Cafeteria martyr
can't save own skin
10."
Even her roommate, who will be known as
Miss X, was seeing the signs of her gradual
unlacing. Miss X noticed Miss Steele's sleep
becoming more and more troubled with each
passing night. "It became a living Hell," she
said.
Miss Steele finally, by all appearances,
ceased to eat completely. Concerned friends, in
desperate attempts to save the starving girl,
tried to force feed her. Even the ever-helpful
food services donated hundreds of freckle specials to Miss Steele, who was at this point crying
tears of joy in obvious response to the generous
act.
Unfortunately, even with every effort made,
all of their help came to no avail. Katherine
Steele disappeared at 6 a.m. on Wednesday,
Sept. 24,19S6.
In reaction to this tragic occurence within
Bowling Green, the University has produced a
multi-media presentation for all incoming
freshman called You eat therefore you are, so
stay that way. It is a valiant attempt to persuade future dorm residents to keep up with
their daily diets of french fries, tacos, chili,
mozzarella-smeared hot dogs, BLT's and chocolate cakes - foods that will keep a young mind
fresh and alert in between applications of Stride! acne pads.
Yes, Miss Steele may not have evaporated in
vain. She could still pose as a very lnfluencial
example.
As a side note: freckle specials have since
been found to pose a threat to the dermis layer
of skin in adolescents.

by Kathy St—le
"She just disappeared," said one of the girls
on the second floor of Batchelder Hall, after it
was discovered that University freshman {Catherine Steele was beginning to grow increasingly
thinner.
Apparently, according to her mother and
father, she used to be a sizable eater. "Oh yes,"
Mr. Steele recollected, while trying to hold back
the tears. "Sometimes she consumed food faster than we could provide it. In fact she was
very keen on salami. Yes, very keen indeed."
As the story goes, every day at exactly 7 a.m.,
11 a.m., and 4 p.m., Miss Steele would make a
daily sojourn to the Kreischer cafeteria and
proceed to shove as many of the University's
succulent eatibles onto her tiny tray as possible.
After this daily ritual, she would make her way
back to her room, leaving a slug-like trail of
tello, where she would stare as if in a trance at
the delectables in front of her. "Once we found
her weeping in her mashed potatoes and freckle
special. We didn't know what to do or what to
say." commented several hall residents who
wished to remain anonymous.
Things began to grow steadily worse as Miss
Steele's behavior undertook more violent overtones. In the Batchelder cafeteria one afternoon
she stood atop the milk machine, creating a
permanent drip, and shrieked, "No more
freckle specials! Oh, God, no more freckle
specials!*
At other times, not only would she laugh with
evil hysteria in the food line, but the obviously
troubled girl had taken to physically attacking
the help by smearing Crisco in their faces and
then whispering in their ears, "I suggest Oxy

Steele Is a freshman radio-television-film
major from Cincinnati.

Letters
Misinformation in
incomplete story
Thank you for the nice story
on the upcoming conference on
"Economic Rights and the Constitution," scheduled for October 23-25.
However, the story is in error
when it describes the Social Philosophy and Policy Center as
"independent of the University. As a research center, we

are a regular academic unit of
Bowling Green State University,
reporting to the Associate Vice
President for Research and the
Dean of the Graduate College.
In addition, the story failed to
mention that this project was
conceived and is being principally directed by Dr. Ellen
Frankel Paul, Deputy Director
of the Center who was also the
principal author of the National
Endowment for the Humanities
grant that is funding it.
Fred D. Miller, Jr.
Executive Director
and Professor of Philosophy

AMI Friday Editor
Chlel Copy Editor
Chief Copy EdNor
CopyEditor
Copy Edkor
Copy Editor
Copy Ed»or
Copy Edna
Prod sup'r
Prod aup'r
Prod, aup'r

As a dedicated student carrying 16 hours of classes, I consider it a privilege to have
enough time In my daily routine
to actually sit down to read a
newspaper. With this in mind, I
find It quite upsetting to open
The BG News and be confronted
with articles written by Scott
Munn.
Has the man ever taken a

Respond
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Quality literature
sought by readers

Traoey Batdorf
Ron Courier
Travor Petttlord
Betti Murphy
John Namac
Kevin Hammer
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JaradO WaUay
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Steve taamcki
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Stata UnMraKy
Opmone enpreeaed by coiumnata do not neoeeeenry reflect Iha opailona ol it* BO
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Tha BG Nawa and Bowing O/aan Stata UntvaraRy are aqua! opportunity employers and
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Tbe BG News editorial page is
your campus forum.
Letters to the editor should be
a nuwhniim of 200-300 words in
length and should be signed.
Address or OCMB number, and
telephone number, must be included.
Columns may be longer, although a length of 600-705 words
is preferred. University students writing columns must provide class rank, major and
hometown.

college writing course? I ask
because I do not see any obvious
form in his writing. Often he is
unclear and/or contradictory in
his approach. In addition, if Mr.
Munn is attempting to combine
satirical humor with relevance
to familiar situations, I fail to
see his success.
What little humor he does provide is, more often than not, lost
in the cloud of confusion he
creates in his lengthy articles.
I find it annoying that the
work of an amateur such as Mr.
Munn should occupy such a
great amount of space on a page
(especially on one so prominent
as page 2). Whatever happened
to Royko, Buchwald ana Hergert? Certainly their articles
are more entertaining than
Munn's, and therefore worth the
time investment required of students who are busy and must be
selective in what they read during leisure time.

Delayed roses
not (IAO's fault

In the aftermath of all the
glitter and hoopla surrounding
George Bush's visit to Bowling
Green, it's important to keep in
mind that this is the same man
who, on a visit to the Philippines, toasted Ferdinand Marcos' "commitment to
democracy," and who. during
the 1960 campaign, told a reporter that he believed it was
possible to "win" a nuclear war.

To the recipients of the UAO
roses:
UAO wishes to inform you of
the situation which arose on
Saturday, October 18. Approximately 1700 roses were ordered
for Sweetest Day. 700 of which
were supposed to be delivered to
UAO on Saturday for off-campus
delivery.
However, due to a mailing
error by the company through
which the roses were ordered,
the final 700 roses scheduled for
Saturday did not arrive until
Monday morning. As many people as possible were contacted
on Saturday, and the roses were
delivered on Monday. UAO had
no control over this matter. We
wish to apologize for any inconvenience caused by this delay.

However one feels about the
Vice President's alleged connections to gun runners operating in
Central America, Mr. Bush's
expressed opinions are testimony to his recklessness.

Leslie Moynihan
tn French House

Brian Schuck,
Technician
Psychology Dept.

BLOOM COUNTY
settm muetm

■mm. NOW

Tbe News reserves tbe right to
reject any material that is offensive, malicious or libelous. All
submission are subject to condensation.
Please address all submissions to:
Editorial Editor
The BG News
211 West Hall

Remember Bush's
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Students get Pi Kapps P.U.S.H. for kids
healthy tips
by John Meola
slaff reporter

by DanGdger
reporter
Sometimes a student's life
can involve too little sleep, a
lack of proper eating habits
and anxiety brought on by
academic pressures. This
type of lifestyle often makes
it difficult to stay fit and
healthy.
Counteracting this lifestyle
is the aim of The Student
Wellness Center, nicknamed
The Well.
The Well, located on the
second floor of the Health
Center, offers informative
handouts along with private
sessions with peer counselors
to help students improve their
overall health, according to
Annmarie Allen, coordinator
of The WeU.
Allen said the concept of
wellness involves becoming
healthy in all dimensions of
life. She said these dimensions include improving physical, emotional, social,
occupational, intellectual and
spiritual health.
"One way we can help students become healthier physically is with our nutrition
counseling program," Allen
said.
The nutrition counselors
are under the supervision of
home economics professor
Sooja Kim.
Kim, a practicing dietician
and supervisor of the nutrition counseling program, said
weight loss is what the students want most to talk about
with counselors.
"MANY STUDENTS have
misconceptions about dieting," Kim said."They are
tempted by fad diets which
promise quick weight loss but
may not be nutritionally
sound."
Kim said students are also
taken in by advertisements
selling diet pills that are supposed to take off weight effortlessly.

"These advertisements are
very misleading," she said.
"The weight that is lost from
taking these pills is all water
loss, so most of it will be
gained back as soon as you
drink a glass of water."
Kim said that in order for
people to lose weight they
must first be willing. Then
they have to change their
eating habits and also increase their physical activities.
"To lose weight and get
proper nutrition at the same
time, a person must learn the
caloric and nutrient value of
different foods," she said.
The nutrition counselors
also offer advice on vitamins,
eating on a budget and information on eating disorders
such as bulimia or anorexia.
Allen said students may not
understand that there are
other dimensions involved in
wellness than just physical
health.
"CHALLENGrNG yourself
academically or having an
openness to learn is what is
meant by intellectual
health," she said. "There also
may be some confusion regarding what is meant by
spiritual health. It means
finding a purpose in life, so
whether or not this involves
religion is entirely up to the
individual."
Allen said that occupational
health means being content
with your Job, while social
health is being comfortable in
your environment as a whole.
Some of the other areas The
Well helps students with are:
quitting smoking, dealing
with peer pressure, coping
with stress, managing time
and thinking positively.
"If students need more direction than we can provide,
we refer them to a department on campus or to an
outside agency where someone can advise them further," Allen said.

P.U.S.H. Week, the national
philanthropic event put on by
the Pi Kappa Phi fraternity,
began this week.
The fraternity is trying to
raise enough money to buy indoor playgrounds for mentally
retarded children. The units,
called play units for the severely
handicapped, or P.U.S.H., cost
$17,000 each.
P.U.S.H. Week is run by every
chapter of the Pi Kappa Phi
fraternity throughout the nation.
The proceeds from the events
are combined to buy two or
three units for insitutions
throughout the country.
P.U.S.H. Weeks have been an
annual event here at the University since 1981.
Events for the University
P.U.S.H. Week include a wheelchair "push-a-thon" in the
Union Oval, a happy hour at
Rocky Rococco's pizza parlor, a
"Male Review" at the Uptown
bar, a toga party at the Lenhart
Grand Ballroom and a "Toll
Road" at the corner of Poe and
Main streets.
Tony Kalich. president of Pi
Kappa Phi, said that the wheel
chair "push-a-thon" is the most
visible aspect of the event.
"We are trying to make the
campus aware of P.U.S.H.
Week," said Kalich. "We rely on
all of the students and not just
the greek students for support."
At "Toll Road," Pi Kappa Phi
members will solicit donations
from motorists waiting at the
intersection.

THE P.U.S.H. units operate
on action-reaction basis, said
Laura Fleeger, a certified theraputic recreation specialist at the
Sunshine Children's Home in
Toledo.
"The children push a putton
and they will see a slide projection. If they push the button
again they will see a new slide,"
said Fleeger.

Because the children sometimes lack the ability to walk, a
vibrator is included in the unit.
A waterbed is also included in
the unit.
The P.U.S.H. unit was developed by an architect who originally started building outdoor
faculties, Fleeger said. Originally, P.U.S.H. units were only
in state mental retardation faculties. The Sunshine Home is
one of the first private institutions to get a P.U.S.H. unit, said
Fleeger.
The Pi Kappa Phis raised
about $3,700 during last year's
P.U.S.H. week. This year the
fraternity hopes to tie last year's
figure or exceed it. "This year
we would like to match or beat
last year's figure," he said.
Currently, Kalich said the fraternity is making about the
same amount as they were last
year, although Kalich also said
that Unversity students are
more aware of the event than
last year.
"we'll hopefully get a lot of
support from the campus," Kalicn said. "This is not a greek
event but an event that involves
the whole campus."

Driver
injured
in crash

An accident early yesterday
north of Bowling Green between
a pickup truck and a parked
tractor-frailer rig sent a Waterville man to the hospital.
Troopers at the Walbridge
post of the Ohio Highway Patrol
said Jim Swayne, 32, of Waterville, was driving his Plymouth
Scamp light pickup truck southbound on Interstate 75 south of
the Sugar Ridge Road overpass
at about 2:40 a.m. yesterday. He
went off the right side of the
road and struck the semi,
parked on the berm of the southbound lane.
Swayne was taken by the

BG News Hob Upton
William Bain, senior computer science major, contributes as Chris
Mobberly, freshman undecided major, helps out al the P.U.S.H booth
Bowling Green rescue squad to
Wood County Hospital, where a
nursing supervisor said he was
listed in guarded condition in the
intensive care unit.
Fire fighters said the cab of
Swaync's pickup was heavily
damaged and the windshield
broken out. He was not wearing
a seat belt, troopers said.
The semi was unattended and
the driver's name was unavailable. Troopers said the semi
driver would be cited for improper parking.

nan

toy connected
Ifs easy for on-campus students;

It's easy for off-campus students

Use your BGSU Call Card to keep close to the
special people you left behind. There's no fee to
order and no surcharge on long distance calls.
To get your Card call Telecommunications Services

Get your own AT&T Card. It's the fast, easy way
to call long distance whether or not you have your
own phone. And there's no charge to order.
Just call toll free 1 800 CALL ATT (that's
1800225-5288), Ext. 48.

at 2-2611.

• • .it makes getting through school
a whole lot easier!

AT&T

The right choice.
O 19H6 AT&T

A Defiance girl was treated
and released from Wood County
Hospital Monday afternoon after a two-car accident on Frazeo
Ave. near College Park, Bowling
Green fire fighter
Mellissa Borton. 17, was
treated for a head injury.
She was a passenger in a car
driven by (Crystal Borton, of
Defiance, a University student.
According to University police,
the Borton car backed out of a
parking space into the path of a
car driven by Edgar Nesler, of
Findlay, at 12:35 p.m.
Krystal Borton was cited for
improper backing.
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Student picks
U.S. education
by Jarad O. Wadley
copy editor

Photo/Brad Phaltn

Straight shooter
Christine Clason, junior criminology major and University Gun Club member, takes aim in the Hayes Hall rifle range.

Blotter
A University student was
charged with shoplifting after he
allegedly stole a cassette tape
from the State Discount Store,
902 E. Wooster St., Monday.
Joseph Fugate, of Berea, was
charged with the theft of a Quiet
Riot cassette tape valued at
$6.88, city police said.
D

D

□

A coin box containing about

$10 was taken from a coin-operated clothes dryer in the laundry
room at Campus Manor Apartments, 505 Clough St., sometime
over the weekend, police said
yesterday. The box and coin-operated mechanism were taken,
damaging the dryer. Police saia
an attempt was also made to
remove the coin box from a
nearby washing machine, but
was unsuccessful.

a

a

Thieves broke the windshield
and stole the radio knobs from a
parked car at North Prospect
and East Court streets late Monday night or early yesterday
morning, police said. The incident occurred between 10:30
pjn. Monday and 2 a.m. yesterday.

n

a

a

Two men are suspected to
have broken the antennas off of

a

a fire department car at the
Bowling Green Fire Station, 525
E. Court St., early yesterday.
Police saw two white males
wearing black jackets and blue
jeans standing near the car. The
men ran across Thurstin Street
toward the University's Administration Building, where police
lost them. Police later found the
broken antennas laying near the
car, and turned them in to the
fire department dispatcher.
D
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Two bicycles were reported
stolen Monday in unrelated incidents. A men's metallic-blue 10speed with blue denim wrapping
tape on the handlebars was reported stolen from an apartment
building at 400 Napoleon lid. at
3:56 p.m. and a men's blue
Schwinn Continental 10-speed
with black wrapping tape on the
handlebars was reported stolen
from 703 S. College St. at 5:33
p.m.

Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.

Many students have the opportunity of enrolling in a college in
their home state. One international student had an opportunity to attend college, but not in
her country.
Desiree Emerencia, senior international business major from
Aruba, had to chose between
attending college in Holland or
in the United States.
Aruba, controlled by Holland,
is located in the Caribbean 12
miles from the coast of Venezuela, and has a population of 60,000 to 70,000, Emerencia said.
She said the island's government gives scholarships to those
interested in attending college
because there are no colleges on
the 75-9quare-mile island.
Those who want to attend college must go to school in Holland
or in the United States, she said.
She said she applied to several
schools in the United States including Ohio State University,
but she chose Bowling Green
because of its "small size."
"I chose BG because it is a
college town," Emerencia said.
"Most people I see are my own
age."
Another reason why she chose
Bowling Green is because of the
changing weather. She said
Aruba is tropical year-round, so
she wanted to live in a city which
isn't always warm.
WHEN SHE came to the University in August 1982, there
were 21 students from Aruba at
the University. Since Aruba's
economy is in a decline, the
island's government has restricted students from attending
schools in the United States.
"There are only six (Aruban)
students (at the University). It
is less expensive to go school in
Holland,''she said. '1 like being
independent because I didn't
have that much responsibility at
home."

She said most of her friends
attend school in the United
States. However, she said she
has new friends, both American
and international.
"I was very surprised and
happy to meet people from different countries. I don't think I'll
ever have another opportunity
to associate with people from
different cultural backgrounds," she said.
Not only does she have American friends, but she also has an
"American family."
She said the University's International Programs united
Emerencia with an American
family in Bowling Green.
David and Esther Krabill, 510
Brown wood Ct., who have
'adopted' Asian students
through International Programs, are Emerencia's American parents.
"WE ENJOY getting to know
students from different countries and learning about their
culture," Mrs. Krabill said.
Mrs. Krabill also said she and
her husband enjoy learning Papiamento from Emerencia. She
said Papiamento, a language of
Portuguese origin, is comprised
of English, Dutch, Spanish and
African words.
Although she doesn't live with
the Krabills, Emerencia does
eat at the Krabill house and
talks to them regularly. She also
goes shopping in Toledo with
Mrs. Krabill.
Emerencia said the Krabills
are very active in community
service. She said this surprised
her because her parents are
passive.
Emerencia said she will stay
in Bowling Green if she can
afford graduate school. Otherwise, she said she plans to return to Aruba or go to school in
Holland.
This is her second visit to the
United States. On her first visit,
Emerencia visited Miami, New
York City and Washington, D.C.
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IT ONLY TAKES A DAY!
IN THE UNIVERSITY UNION
Monday-Friday 10:00a.m.-5:00p.m.

372-8891
Mastercard & Visa Welcome

Stat. R.proMntotlvo Candidate Jeyca M. Kapka (Cantar) joins hand* with
har daughter, Karon (Loft), a B.O.S.U. Junior, and Congrouwoman Marcy
Koptur (tight) to work for Wood County First.

STATE REPRESENTATIVE CANDIDATE

JOYCE M. KEPKE
WILL JOIN HANDS WITH ALL

|iflllllllllllllllfill■tittllttfT
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

TO
PUT WOOD COUNTY FIRST!
"Joyce truly cares about Wood County. Her
record, experience and commitment to people's needs show that she deserves the bipartisan support she has always received.
Wood County will be proud to have her as
State Representative."
—CongroMWoman Marcy Koptur (Bowling Groan: 9/5/86)
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Bankers plead innocence in fraud Debates deter
oil price hike
CINCINNATI (AP) - Former
Home State Savings Bank owner
Marvin Warner and President
Burton Bongard pleaded innocent yesterday to federal
charges of conspiracy and fraud
in connection with the collapse
of the thrift last year.
Warner, 67, and Bongard, 46,
were arraigned before visiting
U.S. District Judge Charles
Joiner of Michigan, who set
bond and a tentative Dec. IS
trial date on the federal charges.
Warner and Bongard also are
confronted with a Nov. 17 trial in
state court on charges related to
the collapse of a Florida securities dealer and the subsequent
failure of Home State, which
touched off Ohio's thrift crisis.
A Hamilton County Common

Pleas judge will decide today
whether to keep the Nov. 17 trial
date and whether to move the
trial because of publicity, as
requested by defense attorneys.
It the stale trial goes ahead,
the federal trial will be delayed
until May 4, Joiner said. Defense
attorneys said they will also ask
that the federal trial be moved
from Cincinnati.
The main contention during
the arraignment hearing yesterday afternoon was the amount of
bond to be set for Warner, whose
attorneys asked that he be allowed to remain free on his own
recognizance.
Assistant U.S. Attorney Ann
Marie Tracey asked for a $5
million bond to prevent Warner
from fleeing the United States.

Joiner called that amount exorbitant, and instead accepted a $1
million bond backed up by the
deed to Warner's Clermont
County farm, valued at $4.8 million.

WARNER AND Bongard were
flanked by five attorneys who
argued on their behalf. They
entered their innocent pleas
themselves and gave short answers to questions that Joiner
was required to ask.
Afterwards. Warner told reporters he welcomed the chance
to prove his innocence in court
The 31-count federal indictments against the two men, returned Oct. 2, allege that they
directed Home State to invest
large sums with ESM Govern-

ment Securities of Fort Lauderdale, Fla., even though they
knew ESM suffered heavy losses
and required money from Home
State to continue to operate.
The indictment said the pair
also knew the investments
"gravely jeopardized" Home
State.
Bongard agreed to put up a
Long Island, N.Y., home owned
by his wife and valued at
$1JO,000 as bond. Ms. Tracey
said the home was sufficient
bond because Bongard has minimal financial holdings.
SHE ASKED for the tS million
bond for Warner, saying his net
worth was over $79 million. She
said Warner might be tempted
to flee the country, due to penalties he faces if convicted.

California chief justice losing in polls
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)-A bumper
sticker spotted in California sheds some
light on Rose Bird's problem with the public.
"Free the Night Stalker. Elect Rose
Bird," it says.
In fact, Richard Ramirez has not yet gone
to trial in the Los Angeles "night stalker"
killings, much less been convicted or sentenced to death. And none of the convicted
murderers whose death sentences Rose Bird
has voted to overturn - joined, in all but
three cases, by a majority of the state
Supreme Court - has gone free, or is likely
to go free anytime soon.
No matter. The chief justice of California
has become a symbol to opponents - of soft,
criminal-coddling judges, of legal "technicalities" that set CTuninals free and of
liberalism in a conservative era.

Her inability to shed that symbolism is
what has made it virtually impossible for
Bird to dent her overwhelming deficit in
opinion polls for the Nov. 4 election, two
days after her 50th birthday, no matter how
she replies to opponents' charges on the
death penalty, lack of prior judicial experience and political bias.
The first woman in the Santa Clara County
Public Defender's office, the first woman in
a California governor's Cabinet and the first
and only woman ever appointed to the state
Supreme Court appears likely to become the
first justice of either gender removed by the
voters in the 50 years of nonpartisan retention elections. A Los Angeles Times poll
published yesterday said 60 percent of the
1,594 registered voters surveyed would vote
no on Bird's reconfirmation, 31 percent

would vote yes and 9 percent were undecided.
PROBABLY EVEN a skillful, professionally run campaign could not have saved
Bird's job. But that will remain a mystery.
The chief justice has hired and fired
several political consultants, and now is
conducting her own $1 million campaign.
She even writes her own 30-second television
commercials, which amount to brief lectures on the court's role.
"I shouldn't go to some political manipulator, some political consultant to have them
So to a pollster and find out what emotional
utton to push and then trick them into
voting for me," she says.
The statement is vintage Bird: uncompromising, apparently unconcerned with the
consequences.
"I
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GENEVA (AP)-OPEC
leaders, weary on the 16th
day of talks, debated a new
compromise on oil production
controls yesterday that could
clear the final obstacle to a
full agreement aimed at preventing another price drop.
After 24 hours of nearly
continuous backroom bargaining, including contacts
between some OPEC heads of
state, the ministers produced
a series of proposals that
sources said had broken a key
logjam.
No final agreement was
announced, and no formal
ministerai meeting was
scheduled at which an official
deal could be signed.
The 13 ministers of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries were trying
to agree on conditions under
which they would extend an
existing accord on production
controls until Dec. 31. The
current accord expires Oct.
31.
Analysts said an extension
of the accord through year's
end would at least keep oil
!rices from falling, although
ew expected price increases.
The key dispute centered on
Kuwait's demand for a 10
percent increase in its production quota, starting Nov.
1. Several members argued
that Kuwait was one of the
wealthiest OPEC nations and
that any production increases
should be given to needier

members.
THE MINISTERS had
given up earlier in the conference on a proposed renegotiation of quotas for all
members. They delayed that
until their next conference,
scheduled to begin in December.
Conference sources, speaking on condition they not be
identified, said Kuwait was
ready to accept one of several
compromise proposals that
would boost its production
quota by slightly more than 10
percent. But it remained unclear whether the other members would go along.
The compromise proposals
called for increasing OPEC's
overall production ceiling, for
November and December
only, by between 200,000 barrels a day and 209,000 barrels
a day from the current level
of approximately 16.8 million
barrels a day, the sources
said.
Kuwait would get the biggest increase, followed by
Ecuador and Gabon. All other
members except Iraq would
get smaller increases in their
quotas, the sources said.
IRAQ WAS excluded because it is not party to the
current accord on production
limits and, under the proposed extension, would continue to be free to produce as
much as it wished.

STATIONARY
Pens, pencils, notebooks, pads, paper, glue,
scissors, tape, report covers, paper clips,
and much more. We have the supplies you need.
Come to Kinko's and see our new Paper-by-thePound stationary.
Hour.
354-3977
M-Tt
7 3O-1OO0
Frl.
7 30600
113
Railroad
St.
Sal.
9:00-6:00
Sua.
1240-1:00
Bowling Green

kinko's

VDU WON'T BELIEVE MDUR EYES

COME SEE THE
SALUTE TO ROCK-N-ROLL
HAH OF FAME
SPECTACULAR DISPLAYS
ELECTRO EXPO-AMERICA'S LARGEST
AND EXHIBITS FROM MORE THAN
PUBLIC ELECTRONICS SHOW
TEN MAJOR INDUSTRIES
NASA SPACE EXHIBIT
INTERNATIONAL PAVILION
NEW CARS - NEW BOATS AT THE l-X CENTER
NEWRV'S
(NEXT TO CLEVELAND HOPKINS
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT)
SEA WORLD LUAU TERRACE
TICKETS AT THE DOOR
OPEN 11:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. Daily
676-1985

OCTOBER 22-29,1986
CLEVELAND, OHIO

COME IN - REGISTER FOR FREE TRIPS TO THE ORIENT AND THE BAHAMAS
NO PURCHASE IS NECESSARY
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Accountants accused of 'scam'
Reagan sure
of arms treaty
WASHINGTON (AP)President Reagan, expressing confidence the United
States and the Soviet Union
will reach an arms
agreement, pledged yesterday during a visit by West
German Chancellor Helmut
Kohl that the accord will be
based on allied strength and
not "weakness or timidity."
Reagan greeted Kohl at an
elaborate welcoming ceremony on the White House
South Lawn, and both said
that Reagan's meeting with
Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev in Iceland provided the
basis for further nuclear
arms reduction talks.
"There is... ample reason
for optimism," said Reagan,
in another upbeat assessment
of the Iceland talks that failed
to yield any breakthrough
toward an arms agreements.
Reagan said any future
agreement with the Soviets
would be based not on trust
alone, but on the strength
shown bv the United States
and its allies.
"When the neirt agreement
is finally reached with the
Soviet Union-and I say
when, not if - it will not be the
result of weakness or timidity
on the part of Western nations," Reagan promised. "It
will flow from our strength,
realism and unity."
KOHL HAS said he would
oppose any agreement that
would leave Europe vulnerable to the overwhelmingly
superior conventional forces
of the Soviet bloc. He stressed
yesterday that the Allies' security concerns must be
taken into account even as the
superpowers attempt a weapons cutback.
While Gorbachev seemed

interested in improved EastWest ties, Kohl said, only
continued negotiations will
produce results.
Reagan contended that his
proposed space-based missile
defense system, better known
as "Star Wars," made an
arms agreement more likely.
He reaffirmed his pledge to
share "in the benefits of strategic defense" with the Soviets.
Reagan called his talks
with Gorbachev "a giant step
forward" compared to past
arms negotiations, which he
said produced only a cap on
offensive weapons while allowing production of more
missiles and warheads.
Reagan and Kohl, who have
met seven times since the
chancellor was elected more
than four years ago, chatted
amiably and shared a laugh
or two as the U.S. Colonial
Color Guard passed in review
in bright sunshine.
While Kohl's four-<iay visit
had been planned for months,
Kohl recently expressed a
particular interest in hearing
Reagan's account of the Iceland discussions on reducing
intermediate-range nuclear
missiles.
THE SUPERPOWERS had
tentatively agreed to do away
with NATO's medium-range
missiles and the SS-20s that
the Soviets have aimed at
western Europe, but the talks
foundered on Gorbachev's insistence that the cuts be
linked to curbs on Reagan's
Strategic Defense Initiative
or Star Wars plan.
West Germany has born the
brunt of NATO's 1979 decision
to deploy medium-range missiles. Trie Bonn government
has withstood criticism from
anti-nuclear organizations.

FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. (AP) - Attorneys for the bankrupt ESM Government
Securities Inc. yesterday accused the company's former accounting firm of aiding
"the largest securities scam in the history of
the United States."
The charge came before six jurors in
opening arguments of ESM's $85 million
damage suit against Grant Thornton of
Chicago, formerly known as Alexander
Grant. ESM's trustees hold the auditor
responsible for covering up the fraud.
But Grant's attorney Alvin Stein said his
company's auditor, Jose Gomez, was acting
on his own when he hid $315 million in ESM's
losses.
ESM attorney Jose Garcia-Pedrosa began
the arguments, saying the former officers of
ESM were "not interested in profit, they
were only interested in generating cash so
they could steal it."
He said because Grant continued putting
out statements that ESM was profitable,
customers continued to invest and lose
money. He pointed to 11 filing cabinets
lining a wall of the courtroom, and said they
were his proof.
"Grant violated almost every rule in the
book for nine years" said Garcia-Pedrosa.

"If these statements had not been issued,
ESM Government would have been declared
bankrupt and shut their doors long ago."

AT ISSUE is $85 million the officers looted
after Grant began issuing the statements,
the attorney said.
Grant's attorney, Stein, emphasized that
he does not represent Gomez, who was
convicted of accepting bribes from ESM
officers to hide the losses. But he contended
that ESM got the audits they wanted.
"That's what they bargained for and
that's what they got," said Stein, calling
ESM's former officers a "gang of thieves.
He said there was no breach of contract
because Grant's deal was with ESM, not its
customers or the financial community, and
ESM got the statements it requested.
ESM's current court-appointed trustee,
Thomas Tew, who was given the task of
representing the firm's investors after it
was declared bankrupt, was the first witness.
He said during cross-examination by
Grant's attorneys that 95 percent of the
settlement he was seeking for ESM would go
to the state of Ohio and a private insurance
fund. They had bailed out customers of

Home State Savings Bank of Cincinnati,
which collapsed after losing $144 million to
ESM.
THE COLLAPSE of Home State prompted
a run on other privately insured Ohio thrifts,
and Gov. Richard Celeste temporarily
closed all of them until they obtainea federal
deposit insurance.
Grant has already settled with all major
creditors except ESM and Home State. The
auditing firm so far has paid out $72.5
million - $50 million to municipalities and
$22.5 million to Miami-based American Savings and Loan Association.
In April, seven men involved with ESM
Eleaded guilty in federal court here to parc mating in the ESM fraud. Those pleading
included Gomez, ESM board chairman Ronnie Ewton and co-founder George Mead.
Their sentencing has been postponed until
Jan. 26, and they may be called to Ohio to
testify in next month's trial of Marvin
Warner, who faces 50 criminal counts there
related to the Home State-ESM case.
Last week, former ESM President Nicholas Wallace was sentenced here to 30 years
in prison for his role in the fraud. Stanley
Wolfe, who directed movements of ESM
securities, was acquitted in the same trial.

U.S. businesses leave S. Africa
IBM, GM influenced by low economy, anti-apartheid activists
WASHINGTON (AP) - American companies, squeezed by a
lagging economy in South Africa
and anti-apartheid activists at
home, are leaving the whiteruled country at a brisk pace,
analysts say.
International Business Machines Corp. and General Motors Corp., two industrial giants,
are the most recent companies
to announce plans to sell operations in South Africa.

Thirty-nine American companies left in 1985, compared with
seven in 1984. U.S. firms in South
Africa number 244, with investment totaling $1.3 billion, down
from $2.6 billion in 1981.
Disinvestment has long been a
goal of American opponents of
South Africa's apartheid system
of strict racial separation. They
argue that withdrawing U.S.
capital sends a strong message
to Pretoria's white government.

Their decisions increase to 29
the number of American companies that have left or voiced
Elans to do so in 1986, according
) Investor Responsibility Research Center, a Washingtonbased group that tracks U.S.
business activity in South Africa.
The Coca-Cola Co., Procter &
Gamble Co. and the Marriott
Corp., are among the others who
are pulling up stakes.

"This remains a major victory for the anti-apartheid
movement," said Randall Robinson of the lobbying group
TransAfrica. "We are going to
see ... increasing isolation of
that country."
The announcements by GM
and IBM were especially significant because those corporations
are big, well-known entities with
global identities, Robinson said,
predicting that more American

firms will pull out shortly.
Disinvestment, however, is
not a requirement of the sanctions legislation passed by ConEess earlier this month. The
w, which was enacted over
President Reagan's veto, prohibits any new U.S. investment
in South Africa, among other
things.
The Rev. Leon Sullivan, a
black Philadelphia minister who
has dealt with with American
firms in South Africa, has called
for withdrawal of U.S. investment and a blockade of the country if apartheid is not abolished
by May 1987.

livan Principles, a code of
conduct that many American
businesses follow in hiring,
training and promoting black
workers in South Africa.
South Africa's recessionElagued economy has played a
ig role in the exodus of U.S.
firms.
GM Chairman Roger Smith
said the automaker decided to
sell its wholly owned subsidiary
employing about 3,000 people in
part because it had been losing
money for several years.
But Marcy Murningham,
president of the social investment division of Mitchell Investment Management in
Cambridge, Mass., said the disinvestment moves reflect a
growing consensus on how to
deal with South Africa.

For years, Sullivan urged U.S.
companies to stay in South Africa as an engine for change, but
he set the 1987 deadline as a
means of stepping up pressure
on Pretoria.
Sullivan, who hailed GM's decision, devised the so-called Sul-

The disinvesting companies
are saying "the status quo is not
acceptable," she said.
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ATTENTION BSN
CLASS OF 1987.
The Air Force has o special program for 1987 BSNs II selected,
you con enter active duty soon
after graduation—without waiting
for the results ol your Slate Boards
To quality, you must have on
overall "B" average After commissioning, you'll attend a five-month
internship at o major Air Force
medical facility It's an excellent
way to prepare for the wide range
of experiences you'll have serving
your country as an Air Force nurse
officer For more information, coll
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October 20 - 26

Phone: 352-1539
Monltf, Oct. 20 Tuesday, Oct. 2 fWtlnetliy, Oct. 22
Hours:
11:00 am - 2am Sun-Wed
11:00 am - 3am Thur • Sat
Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.
Limited delivery area.
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Ankney changes Benching Silvi not answer
kickers for KSU
If Silvi doesn't kick the rest of the year, he
can at least walk out of BG with a degree in his

Starter Silvi is replaced by Zeller

by Ron Fritz

hand and two school records and a MAC record in
his back pocket.

managing editor
by Ron Fritz
managing editor

. In an effort to boost the kicking game, head coach Moe Ankney has benched senior
placekicker Paul Silvi, a secondteam All Mid-American Conference pick last year.
Replacing Silvi against Kent
State Saturday will be sophomore redshirt Jason Zeller, who
has never kicked in a collegiate
football game.
"I'm going to give Jason an
opportunity to kick in a game
situation and we'll go from
there," Ankney said following
his press conference yesterday.
"Based on Paul's overall performance in the first seven games,
I feel it's time for a change. I
think it's best for the team. I
could be wrong."
Silvi has made iust three-of-12
field goal attempts, but has connected on all 11 of his extra point
attempts. Three of Suvi's
missed field goals have been of
50 yards or more. Three of his
attempts have been blocked.
Silvi said this has been a frustrating season for him.
"I've been struggling from
day one, no beating around the
bush," the 5-foot-9, 158-pounder
said. "In fact, I wanted to talk to
the coach earlier in the season
and tell him I wasn't helping the
team. But I decided to stick it
out because I started to hit the
ball better."
Silvi said he was caught offguard by Ankney's decision.
"I WAS shocked by the timing
of the coach's decision," he said
"Against Eastern Michigan I
made my only field goal attempt. Against Washington, I
only kicked the ball twice - my
only field goal attempt was
blocked and I hit my only kickoff good."
Before the EMU game, Ankney said in his press conference
that he wasn't giving up on Silvi
and that he was giving the
kicker a second chance to prove
himself. Silvi then made a 32yard field goal against the Hurons.

SIM

Zeller

While this season has been one
of frustration for Silvi, last
season was a record-breaking
one.
He set a MAC record by hitting 40 consecutive extra points
and set school records for most
point after attempts and most
PATS. Silvi finished second in
the league with a .833 accuracy
rate. He was also fifth in the
MAC with a 6.4 scoring average
per game.
Silvi said after the recordbreaking season last year, he
may not have had the desire to
be as successful this season.
"LAST YEAR I had it all records, unbeaten season, MAC
championship but this season I
didn't have the same desirethat eye of the tiger," he said.
"And when you miss some kicks
and some get blocked, you lose
your confidence. I'm not making
excuses, that's just what happened."
That means the kicking game
now falls on the foot of Zeller,
who lettered as a placekicker
three years for Centerville High
School, near Dayton.

The benching of placekicker Paul Silvi
by Falcon head coach Moe Ankney is like
cutting off your nose to spite your face.
Then again, the decision to replace Silvi
might help Ankney find the answer to why
his football team has been out-scored 15286 and out-gained 1,387-615 in total yards.
Granted, Silvi hasn't had the greatest
season. He has made lust three-of-12 field
Soals. Last season, Silvi made 10-of-12 and
it all 40 of his extra points to set a MidAmerican Conference record for most
consecutive PATS.
But last year, Silvi never attempted a
field goal of more than 50 vards. This year,
he has tried three from 50 yards or better.
Last season, the senior didn't have any
field goal attempts blocked. This year,
three of his attempts have been deflected.
The position of placekicker is one in
which confidence is just as important as
the swing of the leg. If the concentration
isn't there,you might as well throw the
ball on fourth-and-20 from your opponent's
25-yard line.
While Silvi admitted he may not have the

same desire he had last year, it might not
be his fault that he doesn't have the same
confidence.
In a 31-7 loss to the University of
Minnesota, Silvi missed three field goals.
Two of the attempts were more than 50
yards, one was blocked, the other partially
deflected. Ankney said in his press
conference after the UM game that he
knew both were out of Silvi's range, but he
thought in the controlled conditions of the
Metrodome, the placekicker might have a
chance. He said he might have been wrong
to have Silvi even attempt the field goals.
However, against Western Michigan at
Doyt Perry Field, where the wind has been
known to do funny things with footballs,
Ankney had Silvi attempt a 52-yarder. The
kick never had a chance. Not exactly the
best confidence-builder.
In his press conference after the WMU
game, Ankney said he was giving Silvi
another chance to prove himself against
Eastern Michigan. Silvi responded by
making his only field goal and having two
of his kick-offs not returned. Against
Washington, his only field goal attempt

was blocked.
Silvi, who caddied for Gehad Youssef his
freshman and sophomore seasons, said he
was shocked by the timing of his demotion.
And rightly so, he didn't have much of a
chance to prove himself again, and with
just four games left of his senior year, he
never will.
If Silvi doesn't kick the rest of the year,
be can at least walk out of BG with a
degree in his hand and two school records
and a MAC record in his back pocket.
New kicker Jason Zeller may or may not
be successful the rest of the season. He
may or may not go on to have a fine career
in a BG uniform. But the odds are with
him. Silvi said Zeller has the potential to
be one of the best kickers in BG history.
But Zeller isn't going to solve the
problems with the resTof the Falcon
offense. He can't block^throw the football,
catch it, or run with it. The problems of the
offense go much deeper than the kicker.
If Ankney hasn't realized that by now,
there isn't much hope for BG winning its
final four games.

BG's volleyballers NBA to expand
outlast the Rockets
TOLEDO - Bowling Green's volleyball team opened the second
half of its Mid-American Conference schedule last night with a
closely played, four-game defeat of Toledo in CentennialHall.
The Falcons, which three weeks ago beat UT in four games,
started the match with 15-8 and 15-12 wins. But the Rockets behind
an all-out defense of blocking and digging came back to win game
three, 15-12.

Zeller said he has mixed emotions about taking over for Silvi.
"I'm happy for myself, but
sad for Paul, who's a good friend
of mine," Zeller saidT "I talked
to Paul and he said he'd help me
the rest of the season."
But even Zeller said he never
expected to be kicking this season for the Falcons.

"Toledo's defense was very good," BG coach Denise Van De
Walle. "They dug everything we threw at them. We tipped the ball a
lot, but we didn't attack as effectively as in the first two games."
BG regained its earlier form in the fourth game, winning it 15-9.
The Falcons' strong serving and blocking attack iced the match.
"This gave us a real positive outlook for the Louisville Tournament," BG coach Denise Van De Walle said.
The Falcons travel to Louisville, Ky., Friday to compete in the
event.

"I'm glad I finally got the
chance to kick, that1 s what I
came here to do," he said. "But
I thought my first kick-off would
be against Penn State (BG's
first game next season), not
against Kent State."

Last night, Jo Lynn Williamson led Van De Walle's charges by
contribuiting 25 kills and 13 digs. She set the Falcons' team mark for
kills in a season last weekend as BG downed Ball State.
Other standouts against the Rockets included, Elaine Emens, who
registered 18 kills. Linda Popovich and Kelly Ellett added 19 digs
and 15 digs respectively.
The Falcons are now 14-5 overall and 6-3 in the MAC.

PHOENIX, Ariz. (AP) - The
NBA's Board of Governors
voted Tuesday to expand by one
to three teams, but not before
two years from now at the earliest and possibly not until the
1990-91 season.
NBA Commissioner David
Stern announced at a news conference that a five-member expansion committee would be
formed and would decide on the
sites and timetable for expansion, which will be announced
next April in New York.
The new teams would be
added between the 1968-89 and
1990-91 seasons.
The 23-member pro basketball
league last added a new team in
I960, when Dallas was granted a
franchise.
"The NBA has reached a point
in strength where the next logical step for us is to expand. The
vote was unanimous. 23-0,"
Stern said. "The collective force
of the presentations given by six
cities here this week put away

any doubts that we should not be
moving aggressively forward."
Representatives from six applicants - Toronto, Minneapolis,
Miami, Fla., Orlando, Fla.,
Orange County, Calif., ana
Charlotte, N.C. - all delivered
30-minute presentations to the
board Monday.

Stem said the expansion committee "will meet with each of
the six applicants again and
with any more that come forward. I would not be surprised
that in the next 60 days, there
are not more applicants."
Lewis Schaffel, a former general manager of the New Jersey
Nets who is representing the
Miami expansion group, said he
believes the league may decide
to expand sooner than 1990.
"It they say there is expansion
by 1988, everybody will be
happy," Schaffel said.
"I think that it's possible,"
Stern said when asked about the
1988 timetable.
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Careers Edition
Monday,
November 3,1986

How to pick a good employer • Helpful hints for job searching
Employment outlook
• How to dress for an interview
• interviewing techniques

Look for it at all regular distribution points.

Zelenak's

MARKET

354-1163
Open all year!

1770 N. Dixie Hwy.
Open Mon-Sat 9-6p.m.

Super Special 3lb. bag red delicious apples 89*
or FREE bag with every $10 purchase of produce
Large Size Pumpkins
normally sell for $6

only $2.50
smaller sizes 69«—$1.50

'/;~

Farm Fresh
Grade A large eggs

78* /doz

We have the finest grade of produce in the area
Large size baking
3 lb. bag Cooking
Potatoes 29* lb.
Onions 69*

Candies:

Maple nut goodies
3.29 lb.

Chocolate covered peanuts

COMING SOON
17 Reasons to attend
THE NEXT FALCON
FOOTBALL GAME!

Classifieds
LOST & FOUND

CAMPUS It CITY EVENTS
•ATTENTION ID MAJORIstuderri Gyjnci of i^raTievj rjiaanawee •*
meeting Thursday. Oct 23 In tie Education
Mono Boom 355 at 8 00 p m Everyone r»
rrercome (o attend'
TY

FOUND Ianr«a racket with cover by Andaraon

Arena Cat 383-0307 to Barmy

M

Accounting Oub
Bad Alpha Pal
Paal. Marwick MKcnai. a Co
era praaant a program on
"Ethica n Accounting"
on Wad . October 22. in the
Community Suite Unrv Union
at 7 30 Sodei Hour loaowing
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IOSI
I rue! colored LI Been backpack It contame
' « euD|ecl notebook witn 8 week a ol nol as n
II PLEASE ratum N, my aamaatar depende on
n CM JOHN 353-0483 Loat between the
Union and Moaatay on to 15-88
LOST: Qieseee it red floral oaaa. In BA BWg
on 9-24 Reward Cat Amy 353-2844

BO News meeting tor volunteers--writers end
photographers-every Sunday. 8 pm. 210
West Hall For further information call
372-2803

Have you heard about
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE?
Find out how to exchange to over 70
nationwide Thurs Oct 23rd. 4 30 p
Assembly Boom. McFal
fTS NOT TOO LATE TO JOIN AD CLUB"
Jon us tonight al 7 30 p m in the ONo Suite ol
the Student Unron-3rd floor Cigarette edvortteng wi be the locus lor the evening (Today la
the leal day to pay your duee)
Jon us for a meeting ol CHRISTIANS IN COMMUNICATION We meet Thursday evenrng at 6
n the Commons on the second floor of West
Hal Anyone n visual verbal, or written communication is invited Cal 352-6273 lor nformatron

SERVICES OFFERED
us tea clean-up * HgM hauling.
372-4396. Ful spectrum landscaping dona
Shrubs planted trees removed
New Doctori Town 1 Country Animal Health
Care now open (Formerly Recker Veterinary
CHc)0t VtcklFroboee, 1616E WooeterSt.
352-1478 Student isles i
Pregnant? Concerns'' Free pregnancy teat, obfscttve rnformafton By appointment or walk-in
Cnl now 364-HOP6
Typing A word orocaaarng letter parlecl Freer
ptca-up and delivery $2 par double spaced
page Cat 867-0860. Toledo

Jon WSA Korean Coffee Hours" on Thursdey.
October 23 al 411 South Hal from 2 30-4:30
Ereoy Korean snacks, skde presentations, and
And out about the '86 Olympics Hope to see
you'

PERSONALS

Language A Thought MfnISympoelum
BGSU Depl
of Psychology T A.R P S
Preeents Drs Harry W Hoemann 1 Kirk H
Smith "What You Can ft Can't Learn From
Referential Communication studies''
IHoemann] "Answering Some Questions
About Questions That Have Simple
Anearere" (Smith]
Thursday. October 23. 3 30 p m Room 112
Life Sciences
Free ft Open to the Public

HELP HELP
Volunteers Headed
for
Cempus Escort Service
Apply In nOOMoaetey Hal
For more IrturrnaSon cat 372-6360
HELP HELP

352-5615
MenOmy

Peace Coarrhon Meeting
Wednesday. October 22
9PM
UCF Center (at Ridge and Thurafln)

nrte at

EDOCATKJHAL
CENTER LTD
ravpAiunoN SMOAUSTS sect me
Call Days Eves & Weekends

TEST

CUSStSFOH 1MH7 UAH
KG* SATWMT NOV !
CAU SM-1TD1

JWSKMrWu
TOUBO
Www" (wi - Mwi '•*- '75 Uaw o 5 C*« 1 «n>M
i« i
ii iiai re—

Sorry Ladies

ATTENTION EDUCATION MAJORS
"Oat the scoop' on portfoaoe and videotaping
Thursdey. Oct. 23. 7:30-0:00 p.m.. 115
Education BE THERE"
Attention Mortar Boerdi
Our next fun Had meeting la Thurs , Oct 23 a)
9 p.m. n 102 BA It is vnpsrslrve thai al are m
attendance- socaW after the meeting
MFT
rm so glad I got to spend my Sweeteat Day with
my sweetheart Tharrka for a greet time! Love.
aeWFY
Brian Petit
Grab your aeddle grab your beer
Dee Qee kidnaps abnoat here
FoftDw the due. don't be We
Cuz you bailer And your dele
I'm the one whose eyaa are blue, raw at bronde
and peyched for you
So- Brian, you baa' be set
Cuz thra kidnap you won't forget1
Love, your Dee Oee kidnapper

Congrstularlona
Jm due. end Dean
on earning your black seen1
The ruing FuQub

OLEMY AT UHLMAN'S
Fat Perm Special
M--W-F
135
Hair cut nduoed

SO MBIT
Your poetry, fiction B & W photos, an to Prame
Margins 200 Unrv Hal by October 30 Caen
prize lor beat n each category Prame Mergrna
Undergraduate Literary Magazine

Anna
Thanks to at your hard work and dedication.
Seturday was a big aucoeee You were a toy to
work with Thanks Agarn

CHRISTIANS CHRISTIANS CHRISTIANS
There are many other students on csmpus
who share In your tore for Jesus Christ and
ferrh In God's ward. Please don'l go without
leMueishap wondering how to meet them. The
Fellowship ol Christian Students (FCS) la a
non-denomlnatlonal campus outreach
dedicated to Christian growth. We meet
TONIGHT, 7:00 p.m.. Alumni Room. Student
umon. Pleeee Feel Welcome.

Qlemby et Uhrmans
MEN'S NK3HT 5-9 p m
Thura.Oct 23
Al Services l • 2 off

Congratulations STEVE TAYLOR
Sigma PM CpsHon's Brother of the Week

352-5615

DELTA ZETA
THANK YOU FOR A FUN-FILLED TEA FRIDAY
NIGHT. WE CANT WAIT TO 00 IT AGAIN!
LOVE. THE BETAS
•• MELISSA KAY SULUVAN • •
MAY ALL OF YOUR BIRTHDAY WISHES
COME TRUE I HOPE YOU ENJOY 22 AS
MUCH AS YOU ENJOYED 21 IAMSUREYOU
WU_ (YOU GOT ME | I AM VERY HAPPY TO
BE YOURS ONLY I'M SURE THE FEELING'S
MUTUAL. HAVE A SUPER DAY AND BE
READY FOR SOME EXCITEMENT TONIGHT
YOU NEVER KNOW WHAT TO EXPECT WITH
ME AROUND
LOVE. NO 43

'JON THE "I'M DRIVING CLUB"*
DRINKING ANO DMVUtQ CAN RUIN YOUR
LIFE ANO MAYBE SOMEONE ELSE'S. IF YOU
AND YOUR FRIENDS ARE PLANrWNQ ON
DRHeXHSa, DECIDE IN ADVANCE WHO'ft
DRIVINQ HOME. DESIGNATE A DRIVER WHO
WON'T DRINK.
•JOIN THE "I'M DRIVING ClUsV
MEMBERSHIP DRIVE: TUES.. OCT. 21THURS., OCT. 23 IN THE UNION FOYER. 10-4

•Seang ft Seles Mgmt Oub'
Don't lorget about tonrght's meeting at 7 00 In
the Arujembly Room. McFal Center New
members are welcomed'

outjiw ■ r sun uu ton 1*1 a»in-na

DEADLINE: Two days m advance by 4 p m

DRY THURSDAY!
October 23. 1988
DRY THURSDAVI
Enotsh Darts I Psrts
Sign Up tor Dan Leogue
Purcele Bike Shop. 352-6264

FIXER.
What a dale perry From ma cows n the bam.
"hey you get a room." hay fights the tractor n
the Held (and the notorious picture), to "pulp
blockage'', and Mansfield n the morning "n
was deflnltery en evening to remember'"
TTrarrka Arrse*
Love, Jenny
Gamma Pht-Fr)
ROADRAaY
Fr^-Gemma Fts
Oentkt, 33 year-old while male grad etutlent.
good sense ol humor wiahea to meet female
orsd-underorad 30- tor conversetton, dinner,
a movie. Let's go srowty and aee If anything
dsvslops. Picture helpful. Race, color, creed.
no barrier, "apt, to P.O. Bo. 115, Bowling
Oreen. Ohio 43402

Classified Information
Mail-In Form

The BG News

Hararnwi Stall and HOME!
Thanks lor ahowing your STARerght" The
Alcohol Awareness tan wes greet' The AAWC

Algafs501e-3O%OFF
JaanaNThnga
531 Rrdge
Alpha Del "Uon In the Hey"
Roaring your way. .
Friday. Oct 24 Yea-Hal

OflV THURSOAV re October 23 1986 Par
ncrpete m Alcohol Awareness Week-pledge not
to dnr* on DRY Thursday"

GROOVY RECORDS
426 E WOOSTER (BEHIND DAIRY MART)
MON SAT 11 8

Hate on to the boys of Pin Kappa Pal You
arrowed real dees si the ultimate game The
MM that rrrakea you glad not to be Greek

RIDES
Fade needed to PITTSBURGH!' Weekend ol
Oct 24 26 Cen reeve Thurs wl help with S'i
s cat SANOI. 354-3209

OROOVY RECOROft
42* L Wooes- (Behind Dewy Marl)
LI1-6

7 ARE 15.700 ITUOENT! WRONG?
I ftTUOENT LEOAL tERVICEi I

LOST: Piaaukyaaii gkaeee at Oleh Theater, on
wedneedey. October 8 D found preaee CM
Tracy al 2-3409

Attention al Spa/nan Mejors Mmors or Ihoaa intereeted «i pracncxg Sparsahi Sparest! Oub
free corivereetion hour every Thursday from
8--9 p m at Pceyeye's Don't mate the fun thra
mat'

THINK SNOWi
THINK FUN!
THINK SKI CLUB1
JOIN TODAY' Meetings even/ Wed
7 30 p m si 070 Overman

•trVtl A FREE TRIP TO LkETROrr'
Frhmc Cultural Arts Program at sponsoring an
eaaey comae! and the winners wfl recede en M
expense paid Up to Detroit 11-14-1115
Your eeeay a theme wl be Why do you think It
■ rmportant to experience cultural otvenvrty? Al
lasers muet be 300-500 words typed, double
spaced and received by 4:00pm 10-30-86 n
Rm 106 Shatzel He! It you have sny gueetlone
eel 372 2706
ENTER AND WIN

(The BG News is nol responsible 'or postal service delays)

RATES: per ad are 65' pef line. $1 95 minimum
50* extra per ad lor bold type
Approximately 35 45 spaces per line

HOCKEY NIGHT IN BOWLING OREEN
LABATT'S HAT TRICK SPECIALS
BEFORE DURtNGAFTER EVERY FALCON
GAME
■OU.YEYES P12ZA-440 E. COURT-352-M3I

New Goat leaue LP-I4.H
eJsnk Tapes On »
OROOVY RECORDS)
428 E. Weoeaar (BiKlal Deary Mam

rft-n
OMI
Sample meee sno over 60 others
PawieieaPliia nil I. Court I11HII
■upon kkghl Wedneedey end Saturday 5-1

PMIftCW DAY TOUR OUOESIII
ITS TIME ONCE AGATN FOR PREVIEW DAY 1
TO TAKE PLACE ON SATURDAY. NOVEMBER
1ST. TfuUTtWa e«eXK«rl WR.L BE HELD M
THE MMCFALL ASSEMBLY ROOM ON
THURSDAY. OCTOBER 2IR0 FROM
IMI.SOPM ft MONDAY. OCTOBER 17TH
FROM 4:3<H:30PM. ATTENDANCE AT ONE
OF THESE MEETINGS IS MANDATORY. SO
BRUSH UP ON YOUR SHAKING SKILLS 1
WE'LL SEE YOU THERE'
Receive a FREE gift lor rang out a JC Penney
Charge Applcaraon Sign up on 2nd floor
Mosekay Hal Offer ends Friday. Oct 24
Bet you though you would fwm see a par*
eonat Wa ve given you a lot of crap letefy. but
we are resiy happy tor you
205. The Party (Study) Hrvo

ITS DALE HOCKENBERRY'S
22ND BIRTHDAY
ANO HE'S NOT GOING OUT?!
HELP US CHANGE HIS MIND
CALL 353-3727

On sale lor $7 00 In MSC Butrjng Thurs snd
Fn -Oct. 23 and 24!
ALPHA EPSsLON DELTA

UV ANN ISHJNSELOR.
Happy 20th BvthOsy" I'm so glad you're my It•a Hope your brrthdey rs tun Remember I love
my steal
Love, your Big Sue
LITTLE LOfll EVERETT
rm ao happy you're a part of my tarmry What a
great bej-ftno team we are. the beat comma.
ton by far. So get reedy lor kidnap, we I have a
beast, dancing and drinking to the very Mat'
Love, your Big. BYlgrd
MALE REVIEW AT
UPTOWN 7:00-10:00 P.M.
11.50 DONATIONS
LADIES ONLY
PROCEEDS 00 TO PUSH

The MC specials were great Homecoming
was fun too. warn you were there. Let's do It
MsutSThough the nobce • MM
You can count on a date
Saturday. Mark'a M 8
LaTa celebrate--Yahoo"'
-Your Napper

MISSY SULLIVAN
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
WE LOVE YOU LOTSI
FROM KRISSY. KIM ft KIM
MR. BAR PICKUP
From UPTOWN FRIDAY NIOHT, A K A Don. I
would ftva to get to know you better la ft possible? Let me know... Sharon

MezzMMMri

STUBBY.
Your 23rd Wthday la growing mar. ao let's
down the Schnapps Tequaa snd Beer. Wei
party 'tfj the bars kick us out and stumble home
wrlhoul e doubt, an the morning your eyes wl
be red. and you'i have e ttVobbrng seneation n
your heed But eaptm. sleep, snd a McDonalds
FISS wl make you feel better along with my
huge brrthdey kras"
LoaeysIBB

NEEDED: PREVIEW DAY TOUR OuTDESI

The BG News reserves the right to release the names of individuals who place advertising m The News The
decision on whether to release this information shall be made by the management of The BG News The
purpose ol this policy is to discourage the placement of advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily
embarrassing lo individuals or organizations

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
.Phone#

Name
.
Address
.
Social Security # or Account #
(Fof billing purposes only)
Please print your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish II to appear

CMd Care needed tor 1 3 month old 1 or 2
stternoons per week, some tkaxibility
References reputed Cal 352-3708.
Earn S480 weakly $60 per hundred
emrelopee stuffed. Ouaranteed Horneworkers
needed for company protect stutrrno synvelopaa
and aaaemoanrj materials Send stamped eel
edarasssrl envelope to JBK rVWcornparry. P O
Box 26-18. Caetarc. Cattcmra 81310
Horneworkers wanted now' Top Pay" Work at
Home No eiperlence needed Cal Cottage rnI 406-380-4082 day or evenrng
Students needed tor Election Day Make $40
for one day a work Need 50 students for Tues
day. Nov. 4 to stand at pees and gather
signetures 1-266-4114.
Travel Field Opportunity Qeln valuable
merkattng experience while earning money
Csmpus representative needed mmedertery lor
spring break tnp to Florida Cal Campus
Marketing at 1-800 282 6221

Travel field poeltlon immedietery avrerabie Good
corrvrvaaione. valuable work experience, travel,
and other benefits Cal BB Ryan (to! tree)
1-800-433-7747 for a complete information

FOR SALE

To our FB coachae Scott ft John
We are at ready to be the first to find al our
clues « the Road Rely and take first piece
n"
Anxious Alpha <rs

75 Mercury Bobcat automatic Very good con
rjtton. new part* $600 or beat offer
3546800 after 8

TOOO BumtETT AND PETE REILLY:
WHATS ACTUALLY IN THE BLACK SAO?

1878 Ctrevette. good condrtlon. automatic
crurae control, AM FM taps stereo $1000
3533208, Kim

6WM

UAOTMP
MO Heunted House and Tony Packo's to.
dinner. October 30. Signup UAO office. 3rd
Rear Union, Slgn-upe end Oct 21 el noon
Alcohol kresponaabrllyA One-Wey ticket to the slammer'
CRIME DOESN'T PAY"
Go To Jell
Go Directly To Jal
Do Not Pass Go.
Do Not Collect ."
"if Ihey catch you. theyl put you
UNDER LOCK AND KEY_"

1976 CAMABO Type IT Clean $1250 or ot
ter Automatic, muet see (419)883-6813

1888 30 toot camper, firry sett contained
Ceded Must sacrifice 353 0878
77 Olrje VTsta Cnaeer wagon $150 CelJaaon
372-1476
ATTN REM FANS-FOR SALE
I rrave 2 tickets for Oct 23 show. Cleverandl
Music Hal $20 or negotiable Lorl, 372 3838
Beer Hghta.
623-3682.

neons,

mirrors

523-6309

FOR SALE- 1980 MOB BEST OFFER OVER
$4000 CALL 352-2818
Kaypro I computer Fine shape Much soft
ware Cxceaant for word processing. $300 or
make offer Cal 362-9173 efter 7.00 pm
Party car 73 CMS Good on gas. heart oI gold
aging body, bumper stickers rnckided $200 or
beet offer 888-4478
Seven It sleeper sofa end matching chelr.
flood condrtlon. 1100. Call after 7 pm.,

WANTED

Graduate Studsrt-femlry of 4 needs car
(79-81) before Winter
Wang to make
payments monthry Cal Roger 363-3408
before 9 p.m
Rrjorterssle needed to share apattjisanl for sprng semester CUBS to campus interested? Cal
353-5202
Sertoue ressKinshrp with tal. attractive, blueeyed lomare Spontaneity, rvjnconfonnity. and
sbereHy we oeeratHe charsctonstics Cat
372-1580 tor dinner date
WANTED: ORIENTAL RUOS. Any size any
oondrtton 353-1123 evenmge or (313)
76g-8555

20% OFF

$ 1 .00 OFF

ALL PERMS WITH
COUPON
($7 value)

ALL HAIRCUTS
WITH COUPON

PREPAYMENT is required lor all nonuntversity related business and individuals
NOTICE: The BG News will not be responsible lor error due to iliegiblity or incomplete information Please come to 214
West Hail itimediately rl there is an error m your ad The BG News will nol be responsible for typographtcai
errors m classified ads for more man two consecutive insertions

$10-1500 weekly-up rrtaBng drcurarat Ruan
sari addressed
stamped envelope
A-1.
11020 Ventura. Sum 268 Depl P3. SturJo
Oy.CA 91804

TO ALL BETAS ANO U'L USSES WHO WATCHED OUR HOCKEY GAME SUNOAY NIGHT
TrUNKS FOR YOUR SUPPORT'
THE TEAM

1 temrato to sublsass apartment for Spring
aemeeasr Contact Use 354-8161

IF YOU'RE PROUO OF BGSU ANO FEEL THAT
YOU'VE DOT WHAT IT TAKES TO SHARE
YOUR KNOWLEDGE AND ENTHUSIASM
WITH PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS, WE NEED
TOO TO GIVE TOURS ON SATURDAY.
NOVEMBER 1ST.
INTERESTED?
PLEASE ATTEND ONE OF TWO INFORMATIONAL MEETINGS TO BE HELD IN THE
MCFALL ASSEMBLY ROOM ON THURSDAY.
OCTOBER 23RO FROM 1:30-1:30 P.M AND
MONDAY, OCTOBER 27TH FROM 4:30-1:30
P.M. DON'T PASS UP THIS OPPORTUNrrr TO
LET THAT 'OL BGSU SPIRIT SHINE!

Dataajy Personnel Needed
Muet rrave own car
Hourly-plus cornrraaeron
Apply 2-6 p.m
DrBenedettos Sob-MeQuct,
No a

405 Student Servicee from lO-QunH 10-24

HOW CAN YOU RECEIVE FREE SOFT
ORMKt IT BEkwa A DESIGNATED DRIVER?
GET YOUR "I'M DRIVING CUM" CARD AND
TAKE IT TO LOCAL BARS.
•JOIN THE I'M DRIVING CLUB'
TOOAYI M THC UWrON FOYIR 10-1

Happy 21 at Birthday' You re finely lotaly legal
Look out Bsrai Start mixing the Om ft Torses!
Love. Chris (Chrrstme'i

HELP WANTED

MMaTM
Wooden desk, mrd-sue. maple wood Booksetl
maple wood. 4 arrafvea Cal 352-8382

FOR RENT

Apartment and house for rent Mate and female
Four month leese for 2nd semester
352-7385
APT FOR RENT-SPRING SEMESTER
Spacious 2 bedroom. 2 bath, appaances. ai
utatrea pad except electric Gas heat Vert
clean, good mgmt Cal 353-0733
Apt on S. COOSQS near Wooater Need t
femere roommate to take over lease $120
month plus ulames Cal anytime Margie oej
Mary at 362 9851
FOR SUBLEASE SPRING SEMESTER
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT
FREE WATER ANO SEWER
$425 PER MONTH- FURNISHED
CAU 353-3317
GREAT 1 BORM APARTMENT AVAILABLi
NEXT SEMESTER OR SOONER 4TH > HIGH
354-7587. EVENINGS BEST
Large two bedroom 1 1-2 bath aiiaaabls rm
medwtery Contact realtor at 362-5161

Expires 11729/86

Expires 11/29/86

COLONIAL BARBER SHOP
205 N. Prospect, B.G.
354-0303
MON • TUES • THURS • FRI
8:30-5:30
Appointments and
SAT 8:00-3:00
Walk-Ins Welcome
TOM MAUK

JANICE RUSSELL

RMTE needed for Spring Semester 2 man. J
borm .paygas. elect . $132o Cal354-1309
ask lor Chat

HELP
WANTED:
DOMINO'S PIZZA
DRIVERS
NEEDED

(Circle words you wish lo appear in bold type)

Because Jesus still changes lives...

FLEXIBLE HOURS
$4.50 - $6.50/hr
with mileage

Classification in which you wish your id fo appe>«r:
Wanted
Campus t City Evonts*
_
Help Wanted
Lost t Found
_
For Sal*
Rktos
_
For Rant
sorvicM Ottered
_
Personal!
•Campus/Cily Event ads are published free of charge for on* day for a non-profit event or meeting only
Dates of insertion

Total number ol days to appear

Mail to: (On or Off-Campus Mail)
The BG News
214 West Hall BGSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to The BG News)
Phone: 372-2601

• MUST BE AT LEAST
> 18 YEARS OLD
MUST HAVE OWN CAR
WITH INSURANCE

CALL
OR APPLY IN PERSON
352-1539

Fellowship of
Christian Students
Welcomes Everyone to come and find out more.

1616 E. WOOSTER
STADIUM PLAZA

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DOMINO S
PIZZA

TONIGHT 7:00 p.m., Alumni Room, Student Union
eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeel

